ORCA Wildlife Report – Celebrity Cruises: Vancouver to Seward
Celebrity Millennium – 10th May to 17th May 2019
The ORCA Team: Steve Jones and Ruth Coxon – ORCA Cruise Conservationists (Photo: Tammy Lee)

Day 1: Vancouver
On a beautiful, sunny day we headed down to the cruise terminal in Vancouver to board Celebrity Millennium, fresh
from a $70million renovation just weeks earlier. With two other ships in port there were almost 9,000 people at the
port so the air was buzzing with excitement, so we drank in the atmosphere whilst we made our way on board.
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Celebrity Millennium on a sunny day in port in Vancouver

With a mid-afternoon departure and such stunning conditions, we were up on deck to sail away with hundreds of
guests taking advantage of the early summer sunshine. As we pulled away from Vancouver, it was clear we couldn’t
have asked for a better start, with mirror calm water and no wind, and we were quickly rewarded with harbour
porpoises popping up around the ship, their distinctive triangular dorsal fin clearly visible in the calm seas. More
than 20 in total gave guests plenty to see as the perfect introduction to the trip.
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Part of a pod of orca’s spotted shortly after leaving Vancouver harbour

That was very much a sign of things to come, and we quickly had something even more exciting to enjoy – a pod of
five killer whales spotted from the port side, complete with a calf. Even though the area is known for orcas, it was a
fantastic treat to have them so soon after leaving and we were treated to a spectacle with the animals breaching, fin
slapping, tail slapping and more, with the calf imitating one of the females. Photos taken by the guests meant we
were able to identify the group as a pod of Biggs transient orcas that included a male designated T125A. These orcas
are a mobile population who come in to shallower coastal areas to hunt seals, sea lions and other marine mammals.
This group appeared to be feeding on something, with photos showing a brown shape being tossed into the air that
looked to be an animal being hunted.

Day 2: Inside Passage (Cruising)
Our first full day on board coincided with our first sea day of the ship, so we were looking forward to plenty of time
on deck throughout the day. Conditions were not quite what we’d enjoyed the previous evening and the wind was
pretty chilly, but even so we had plenty of company on deck as we watched out for wildlife.

Things got off to a great start with a sea otter rafting very nearby to the vessel seen shortly after sunrise. These
instantly recognisable animals are not only cute, but the population seen in this area are the largest sea otters in the
world, reaching 1.5m long. We also spotted a pair of seals hauled out in the distance, as well as some great birds on
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show including common loons and shearwaters, but unfortunately conditions made it difficult to spot too much with
the sea state reaching six on the Beaufort scale by the time we headed in for our lecture.

Ruth giving a lecture to a great crowd on our first sea day

We had a great turnout in the huge theatre at the front of the ship, with hundreds of guests joining us to hear Ruth
talking about how the deepest diving whales can reach such incredible depths and stay under sea for such long
periods of time. We then headed straight back up to deck to look out for more animals, with a large section of the
audience following us up to deck 11!

Though conditions remained challenging, the afternoon saw a little more activity in terms of whales. We glimpsed a
pair of large whales in the distance, as well as spotting a number of blows on the port side horizon out closer to the
open water of the Pacific. Then, as we approached the passage inside of Prince of Wales Island, we were treated to a
pod of Pacific white-sided dolphins bursting out of the waves and making a beeline for the ship. This is a very fast
species so we only got a short view, but their black and white patterning means they are easy to identify.
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Then as we approached the end of the day we had a few more distant blows, including a large tall blow alongside a
smaller one which could well have been a mother and calf. Then we were treated to a stunning sunset over the
mountains as the day ended.

Day 3: Ketchikan
Our journey through the Inside Passage, exploring Alaska, continued with our first port day of the trip. Before we
arrived in Ketchikan we had time for an early deck watch in stunning conditions, and were rewarded with stunning
landscapes and sensational bird sightings, including an array of bald eagles. These iconic animals are a remarkable
story showing the power of conservation, with the species thriving after decades of struggling with pollutants, and
Alaska is one of the best places in the world to see them.

A young black bear swimming near Ketichikan

As we slowly approached Ketchikan we spotted a pretty unusual shape in the water. Was it an otter? No. Perhaps a
beaver? No – it was in fact a bear! Around 400m offshore, swimming across the channel to one of the many islands
in the area, this was actually a young black bear swimming out to sea. A very unusual sight but an absolute treat for
the many guests up on deck with us!
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An American mink beneath the boardwalk in Ketchikan

We arrived in Ketchikan, the fourth largest city in Alaska with around 8,000 people living in the area, and enjoyed the
picturesque views of a city famous for Native American totem poles, with more than 100 on show. We took the
opportunity to explore, wander around the area and finding a couple of woodland trails where we saw more wildlife
including eagles, barn swallows and even an American mink beneath the boardwalk. However, we were eager to get
back out to sea and were back up on deck in the afternoon for what would turn out to be a fantastic deckwatch. 16
humpback whales, our first Dall’s porpoises and even another orca pod, complete with calf, were all seen during a
beautiful evening sailing away from Ketchikan.

Day 4: Icy Strait Point
With the sun rising before 5am our early morning deckwatches were well named, but Day 4 saw our keenness
reward again, with a close encounter with a humpback whale just 20 minutes into the morning watch. This set the
tone for our morning, with plenty more humpbacks on show as well as harbour porpoises and Dall’s porpoises.
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A sea otter mother and pup seen on approach to Icy Strait Point

A couple of hours out from Icy Strait Point we entered what can only be described as “Otter Alley” with 78 individual
animals seen in the space of 90 minutes, many with pups resting on their stomachs as they rafted on their backs.
Pulling into the harbour, they were joined by our first Steller’s sea lions of the trip, feeding in the water near to the
dock. We even saw bald eagles swooping down trying to steal the fish this group were enjoying – a bold move when
a male Steller’s sea lion can reach 11 feet in length!
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Hoonah’s resident humpback whale, Frederick

Icy Strait Point is renowned for humpback whales, and in particular for a particularly special behaviour – bubble net
feeding. This feeding strategy is only seen in a handful of places in the world, and involves a group of humpback
whales circling a group of fish and releasing a curtain of bubbles from their blow holes. These bubbles act as barrier
trapping the fish, which are then driven to the surface by a loud noise produced by the whales before the cetaceans
lunge to the surface, capturing the fish in their huge mouths.

Excitingly, some very lucky guests had the good fortune to see a local resident humpback whale called Frederick
bubble net feeding right by the shore – not only showcasing this rare behaviour perfectly but even more unusually
doing feeding using this technique alone, which is far less commonly seen.
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Sunset viewed from the Cosmos Lounge as we left Icy Strait Point

After such a busy and exciting day we took the opportunity to spend some time in the Cosmos Lounge, enjoying
sensational views and sightings and giving guests a running commentary as we left Icy Strait Point. Ruth also spent
part of the evening with some of the younger guests on board Celebrity Millennium, joining them for their Camp
Night and teaching them about whales and dolphins.

Day 5: Juneau
Alaska’s state capital was our third port of call and marked the second half of our voyage. We had a long day in town
but despite arriving early we still found time to do some more wildlife watching in the morning, with no cetaceans
on show but black bears, surf scoters, kittiwakes and even some large fish breaching kept us and the rest of the
guests entertained.
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An amazing view our Cruise Conservationists enjoyed in Juneau…

….of a realistic looking fountain with strategically placed water jets!
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We took advantage of the long day by taking the opportunity to explore. A leisurely walk along the shoreline
included some great bird life, including harlequin ducks, a great scaup and even a juvenile bald eagle in the distance.
Our time in Juneau wasn’t completely whale free either, with an incredibly life-like humpback whale fountain having
us do a double take!

Day 6: Skagway
Skagway was our last port of call of the trip but unfortunately the weather was not on our side so we arrived in cold,
wet conditions that didn’t give us much opportunity to run a deck watch. However, taking advantage of the
wonderful vantage point offered by the Cosmos Lounge we did still manage to see a Steller’s sea lion and an
unidentified porpoise.

An Arctic tern spotted near a nesting ground in Skagway

Heading on shore we explored a drizzly Skagway and immediately came across an array of birds, including surf
scoters, harlequin ducks, American robins and more. We even had a close encounter with an Arctic tern nesting site
near to the iconic White Pass Railroad station. We kept our distance but were still able to get a distance glimpse of
the well camouflaged green speckled eggs.
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Beautiful views from Yukatanian Point in Skagway

Day 7: Hubbard Glacier and the Gulf of Alaska
Another day of beautiful weather greeted our final day of the itinerary and conditions were perfect for wildlife
watching. Though we didn’t see much through the morning, guests on board were treated to a visual feast of a
different kind – the world famous Hubbard Glacier. This tidewater glacier reaches up to 400 feet in height in certain
places, and thanks to the hard work and skill of Captain Theo and his team, we were able to get closer than Celebrity
Millennium had ever reached. Being less than half a mile from the sheer face mean we could hear the thunderous
cracking and creaking as enormous icebergs calved from the glacier, creating vast splashes.

After leaving the Hubbard Glacier, we got back to wildlife watching and approached the continental shelf edge in the
north east of the Gulf of Alaska. This sheer drop underwater creates huge upwellings of nutrients that make it an
incredibly productive area, and we starting seeing whale blows in all directions, including some that appeared to be
mother and calf pairs.
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A fin whale mother, with calf just beneath the surface

It wasn’t long before we had some closer encounters, and in particular some great close up views of fin whale
mothers with calves heading north. We also enjoyed sei whales and a breaching humpback whale too, but the
biggest treat was kept until late in the day.
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Two members of a pod of 14 orcas in the Gulf of Alaska

As the afternoon went on we had a shout of splashing in the distance and saw a group of large, dark animals in the
distance – a pod of 14 orcas feed and splashing in the distance! This group were very quickly followed by another
group of the same size that came far closer to the ship and spent ten minutes in the vicinity as we slowly steamed
north towards Seward. A sensational end to an unforgettable trip that will live long in the memories of the luck
passengers on board.
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ORCA are one of the UK’s leading marine conservation charities, dedicated to the long term protection of whales,
dolphins and porpoises and their habitats. The data recorded during this trip will be used as a part of ORCA’s wider
work to help protect marine environments around the world. To find out more, visit www.orcaweb.org.uk.
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Species recorded
Cetaceans

Other

Harbour porpoise – 34

Harbour seal - 22

Dall’s porpoise – 68

Steller sea lion - 32

Orca – 18

Unidentified seal - 11

Sperm whale – 2

Unidentified sea lion - 4

Fin whale – 6

Sea otter – 88

Humpback whale – 31

Other – 3 (black bears)

Unidentified whale – 14

TOTAL – 160

Small cetacean – 17
TOTAL – 190
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Birds
Seen at sea or in Harbour:
1. Double Crested Cormorant
2. Pelagic Cormorant
3. Pomarine Skua/Jaeger
4. Arctic Skua/Parasitic Jaeger
5. Sooty Shearwater
6. Pink-footed Shearwater
7. Flesh-footed Shearwater
8. Short-tailed Shearwater
9. Manx shearwater
10. Albatross species - black footed?
11. Leach’s Storm Petrel
12. Fork-tailed Storm-Petrel
13. Red-necked Phalarope
14. Black Oystercatcher
15. Pigeon guillemot
16. Common Murre
17. Thick-billed Murre
18. Horned Puffin
19. Tufted Puffin
20. Rhinoceros Auklet
21. Common Loon
22. Pacific Loon
23. White Winged Scoter
24. Black Scoter
25. Surf Scoter
26. Mallard Duck
27. Greater Scaup
28. Canada Goose
29. Cackling Goose

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Red breasted Merganser
Harlequin Duck
Eider Duck
Ring-billed Gull
Herring Gull
Bonaparte’s Gull
Black legged Kittiwake
Mew Gull
Northern Fulmar
Arctic Tern
Bald Eagle
Common Raven
American Crow
Pacific Wren – seen on the ship whilst at sea
(inside passage)

Birds on land:
44. American Dipper
45. American Robin
46. Great blue heron
47. European Starling
48. Blackbird sp
49. Rock Pigeon
50. Song Sparrow
51. Savannah Sparrow
52. Yellow-rumped warbler
53. Wilson’s Warbler
54. Tree Swallow
55. Bank Swallow
56. Barn Swallow
57. Belted Kingfisher

Other wildlife
Black bears
American river otter
American mink
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